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Resumen: En los últimos 150 años, la dinámica
demográfica del grupo de los Húngaros de
Rumanía (la mayoría viviendo en la provincia
histórica de Transilvania) ha sido espectacular.
El artículo presenta esta dinámica analizando el
contexto de los altos y bajos en cuanto al
volumen y aportación de este grupo de los
Húngaros
de
Rumanía.
Los cambios
demográficos naturales, la migración, la
asimilación y la lógica de la clasificación étnica
q sufrió varios cambios, ha determinado los
cambios en volumen de esta población. Este
artículo es una análisis longitudinal de la
manera en el cual cada uno de los aspectos
mencionados ante-riormente ha contribuido a la
dinámica demográfica cambiante (crecimiento y
decrecimiento del volumen y de la proporción)
de la minoría Húngara de Transilvania.
Palabras clave: Hungarians of Romania,
demographic dynamic of the Hungarian
minority in Transylvania, demographic changes,
assimilation, ethnic classification.
______________________
1.

LONG
TERM
TRENDS

T

DEMOGRAPHIC

ransylvania1 as a medieval principality
was from the beginning of its
foundations (10th – 11th centuries) by
the Hungarians was an ethnically rather heterogeneous structure and during its early
history the ethnic landscape of this territory
become even more complex. Thus beneath
Hungarians, representing a considerable strata of
the population, coexisted considerable segments
of Romanians, different Slavic populations,
©Historia Actual Online 2014

thereafter starting with the early 13th century
different Germanic populations settled. Basically the pre-modern period the Hungarians,
Romanians and the Germanic populations
represented the most significant ethnic
segments. However the later immigrant populations like the Jews (significant presence from
the 16th century), the Armenians and the Roma
(Gypsy) should be mentioned too.
Starting with the 19th century, the ethnic
structure of the population become the object of
a rigorously structured demographic discourse
and mindful ethnic policies articulated within
different national projects pursued first by the
Hungarian state (until 1918 when Romania take
control over Transylvania), thereafter by the
Romanian authorities. The result was a gradual
reduction of the ethnic, linguistic and religious
diversity of the province, the richness of a
colorful and complex ethnic map being
considerably abridged to our days. Considering
both: the focus of the paper (the demographic
dynamics of ethnic Hungarians of Transylvania), and the fact that a detailed analysis of the
process of overall ethnic diversity reduction
would exceed the limits of this paper, only some
aspects of the decline in diversity will be
highlighted.
First we will present the long term demographic
evolution of the Hungarian popu-lation in
Transylvania
and
highlight
several
methodological aspects relevant for interpreting
the figures as provided for different period of
time. After that, in three separate subchapters
(one focusing on Transylvania under Hungarian
rule, the other two on Transylvania under
Romanian rule) we will analyze the dynamic
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and highlight the major causes of the increase or
decrease of the ethnic Hungarian population of
this province.
2. THE INCREASE AND DECREASE OF
TRANSYLVA-NIA’S ETHNIC HUNGARIAN POPULATION BETWEEN 1896-2011
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and also the Romanian state systematically
organized censuses after taking control over
Transylvania in 1918. Thus there is a systematic,
methodologically relatively consistent series of
data based on which the demographic dynamic
of the ethnic Hungarians can be reconstructed
for the last one and a half century.

Starting with the mid 19th century the institution
of modern census was introduced in Hungary,
Table 1. The evolution of the number and share of the Hungarian population in Transylvania
and Romania between 1869 and 2011
Hungarians in Transylvania
Hungarians in Romania
Census year
N
%
N
%
1869
1,052,300
24.99
1880
1,007,425
25.10
1890
1,198,147
27.18
1900
1,433,252
29.56
1910
1,653,943
31.64
1930
1,349,563
24.45
1,423,459
9.97
1956
1,558,254
25.06
1,587,675
9.08
1966
1,597,438
23.77
1,619,592
8.48
1977
1,691,048
22.55
1,713,928
7.95
1992
1,603,923
20.77
1,624,959
7.12
2002
1,415,718
19.60
1,431,807
6.60
2011
1,224,937
18.91
1,237,746
6.50
Compiled by author. Data until 1992 based on Varga2, for 20023 and for the year 2011 used the provisory data of
2011 census published by the Romanian National Institute for Statistics 4.

As observable in Table 1 the number of the
ethnic Hungarians of Transylvania gradually
started to increase in the last decades of the 19th
century with a considerable increase in the first
decades of the 20th century. The decrease is
seemingly higher than the average population
dynamic within the province since the share of
the Hungarian within the province increases too.
However the first (reliable) census taken after
the incorporation of the province to Romania in
1930, reveals a rather dramatic decrease.
Compared with 1910, in 1930 the number of
ethnic Hungarians shrunk by 18.4%, and the
Hungarians share within the overall population
of Transylvania lowered from 31.64% to
24.45% in 1930. The data for the communist
regime (lasting in Romania between 1945-1989)
the number of Hungarians constantly increased,
however their share within the province and
compared to Romania’s overall population
decreased. The first census taken after the fall of
the communist regime reveals a decreasing
tendency of the absolute volume of the
Hungarians, and also a constant decrease of their
share compared both with the province and the
country’s overall population.
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Of course such dynamic has a multitude of
reasons some of them are demographic in the
very strict sense of the notion, being related to
changes in fertility and mortality, or related to
territorial mobility. Others are related to
migration, identity and/or language shift. These
will be highlighted in the following subchapters.
However some of the causes of the variable
dynamic of the number of the Hungarians are
related to the manner and logic how different
censuses were taken in different period of time.
Census enjoys the aura of providing an accurate
and incontestable mirror of the (ethnic) structure
of a population. Nevertheless the figures
provided by census are often contested
especially by subordinated ethnic groups
contesting the accuracy of the figures on ethnic
structure. However, though not exceptional, is
rare when behind such contestation is a
demonstrable blatant fraud, consisting in a
deliberate and systematic distortion of the
reality, like altering the declaration of peoples
during the registration or statistical processing
of the data. States have no need of such
©Historia Actual Online 2014
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techniques since they not just control the
infrastructure of production of ethnic statistics
(successfully claiming to be decisive and
legitimate authority in this field), but also they
employ census not just as fact finding process,
but as “technologies of truth production”5. Via
the formulation of census questions and
categories census takers are imposing a logic of
definition of ethnic identity and logics of
ethnically categorize the subjects6. This means
that states decides what cultural/identity
characteristics are registered, how to define
ethnic belonging, what categories are considered
major ethnic categories, and what group
identifications are to be considered as
subordinate in relation with these major
categories7.
The series of data above presented in Table 1 are
somewhat misleading (but not erroneous)
because of the fact that Hungarian and
Romanian census takers had different views on
what ethnicity means and how should be
registered. Hungary registered mother tongue as
major and criteria to ascertain peoples (ethnic)
identity8, and mother tongue was defined in
terms of function and competence as the best
known and/or most frequently used language. In
due circumstances peoples shifting their
dominant language, for example from Armenian
or from Yiddish to Hungarian, (rather frequent
in the second half of the 19th century) where
registered as Hungarian speakers and assumed
being Hungarian. On the other hand Romanian
state introduced at the census a question
referring to peoples (cultural) nationality9,
meant to capture the dominant ethno-national
affiliation of peoples from Romania, that (after
1918) incorporated Transylvania. Ethnicity in
this case was defined in terms of descent, a
sense of one’s ethno-cultural origins. Though
Romanian census registered, beside nationality
/ethnicity mother tongue too, this was implicitly
considered as a less important indicator of
peoples ethnic affiliation, especially because of
the language shift processes occurred in
Transylvania during the Hungarian rule. To
understand the statistical significance of the
different manners of defining ethnicity during
the census let’s consider the case of the Jews
from Transylvania! Linguistically largely
assimilated during the second half of the 19th
century, but in majority still of Israelite
confession10 where (implicitly) counted by the
Hungarian censuses as Hungarians. But at the
time of the Romanian census from 1930, based
on their religious affiliation, Transylvanian
©Historia Actual Online 2014
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Hungarian speaking Jews were directed (in
some cases by using some forms of pressure11)
to identify as having Jewish nationality/ethnicity.
Thus the Table 1 includes the figures on mother
tongue (subsumed) as ethnicity until 1910
(while Transylvania under Hungarian rule), and
thereafter (from 1930) based on the declaration
of nationality/ethnicity. Though Romanian
census asked also for mother, it would have
been a possibility to present the data series
based on the similar criteria. However we prefer
to assume this inconsistency while in the
imagination of the states the statistics are
reflecting the reality. Both Hungary and
Romania not just simply registered but in a
certain sense shaped the statistical realities
resulted after a given census, but both states
relied on the figures and advocated them as the
legitimate figures based on the classificatory
logic they used while planning the census. Thus
in none of the cases we cannot speak of a
narrow-minded manipulation of figures in
accordance with a given national interest, and in
both cases we can raise questions on the validity
of classifications. But in none of the cases we
should not make abstraction that employing
these logics of classifications, states created at
the censuses different constitutive contexts for
the social selves12, especially for the fluid
identities. For example the Transylvanian Jews,
who received during the 19th century the right to
naturalize as Hungarian citizens employed as a
strategy of integration the full enculturation to
the Hungarian culture, even assumed, at least in
political terms, a sense of Hungarian
nationhood. Thus they identified at the census
with the category Hungarian while behaving in
the narrower linguistic and larger cultural sense
as Hungarians, and having a certain sense of
being Hungarian, (even if not in terms of
descent, but in terms of political loyalty).
However the same persons, under different state
authority facing a different logic of ethnic
classification, one that expressly stressed on
origins, on ethnic affiliation based on descent,
adopted a different strategy for ethnic
identification, indicating for the census takers
that they are Jews. Not these persons where
insincere when shifted between categories, but
the dominant identity politics of the states
organizing the census was different. They just
conformed to two different logics.
The purpose of excursus was not to raise
questions on the reliability of the series of data
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presented in Table 1, but to contextualize them
and open a perspective for one of the explanatory elements of the dramatic decrease in the
number of Hungarians as revealed the data of
the 1910 census (taken by Hungarians) and the
one taken in 1930 by Romanians.
3. DEMOGRAPHIC DYNAMICS OF
TRANSYLVANIAN HUNGARIANS UNTIL
1918
th

In the second half of the 19 century all over
Eastern Europe a rapid increase of the population was registered. Due to the improvements
of the food supply, effective implementation of
a set of public sanitation reforms the fertility
rates increased, the life span of the peoples
grew. Transylvania was not an exception, the
statistics revealed the signs of the first
demographic transition in this region too. Only
in four decades, between 1869 and 1910, the
overall population of the province increased
with somewhat more than 1 million souls, from
4,210,536 persons in 1869 to 5,228,180 in
191013. The rates of population increase for this
forty years where rather differentiated for the
major ethnic groups. While the population of the
whole province increased by 24.2% in this
period, the increase for Hungarians of
Transylvania was outstanding 57.2%, the
Romanians increased by 24.2% and the
Germans by 12%. This ethnically differential
increase has several different sources: ethnically
differentiated fertility and migratory patterns
and the direction of assimilation that favored the
increase of the Hungarian speaking population.
First if we consider the Hungarian Romanian
differences in fertility we should highlight that
there was a difference in the rhythm of
demographic transition. The increase of the birth
rates manifested first among Hungarians, and
only, after several decades (at the beginning of
the 20th century) among Romanians. The
explanation is related to the socio-economic
organization
of
ethnic
differences
in
Transylvania for that period. The Hungarians
where more urbanized and, as a trend, lived in
economically more prosperous regions than the
Romanians, thus in regions where the course of
the modernization (that induced the process of
demographic transition) had an earlier impact14.
However such explanation is not necessarily
valid in the relation between Hungarians and
Saxons (the earliest German colonist of the
province), since Saxons were economically
more prosperous group than the Hungarians.
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However it seems that some explication can be
made based on religious differences. The
Evangelicals from Transylvania had rather low
fertility rates, while the Roman Catholics and
those belonging to the other protestant
denominations had relative high ones15. And the
bulk of the Saxons where Evangelic while the
Hungarians belonged to other protestant
denominations or to the Roman Catholic church.
The population increase of this period resulted a
major socio-economic problem. The working
opportunities offered by the local and the newly
structured capitalist labor market proved to be
increasingly insufficient for a dynamically
growing population16. In due circumstances
local societies from Transylvania get connected
with the major migratory flow of the period, the
migration of Europeans to United States.
According to Varga between 1869-191 from
Transylvania 520 thousand peoples migrated to
America and the number of returnees was
estimated to be around 200 thousand17. However
the population loss due to emigration was
ethnically differentiated, the Germans were
overrepresented within the migrant population,
the share of the Romanians was proportionate
with the share of this population within
Transylvania’s overall population, but the ethnic
Hungarians were less connected to this
migratory stream, at least as was predictable
from their share in the population of this
province18.
The second half of the 19th century represented a
context of a fervent nation-building process in
Hungary. However the project of the political
elites was only partly uphold by the economic
dynamics. The economic transformations of that
period engendered a process of urbanization and
other economically motivated mobility processes. However these progressions had only a
limited territorial impact in general in Hungary
(if compared with other Western European
states engaged in nation-building process), and
particularly in Transylvania. Only some regions
were socially transformed by the industrial
capitalism, in many parts of the province only
limited impact was observable. Many local,
traditional societies were virtually unaffected by
this process. Nevertheless in those urban centers
and regions where economic development
transformed social relations, the national project
was successful, at least the German and especial
Jewish inhabitants responded positively to the
offer to connect with the Hungarian nation, as
proposed by the elites19, resulting a rather
©Historia Actual Online 2014
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considerable process of linguistic, cultural
assimilation, and, in many cases emotional
identification with Hungarian nation20. As
mentioned large scale economic development,
and the subsequent social transformation were
less specific to Transylvania, nevertheless in
some urban centers and economically
developing regions assimilation as a collective
strategy was specific too. This was the case
especially in the western part of Transylvania
where especially the Jewish population, and the
relatively
recently
colonized
Germanic
populations (the Schwab) shifted to Hungarian21.
These processes in the context of the above
mentioned logic of statistical registration at the
Hungarian censuses (the language use was
considered as the criteria for cultural nationality
/ ethnicity) contributed to the above average
increase of the Hungarians in this period.
Thus the ethnically differentiated fertility rates
and migratory patterns, the successes of nationbuilding process (at least in the larger urban
centers) attracting other ethnic groups to become
culturally Hungarians, doubled by a specific
logic of registration of ethnicity at the census
contributed (in the second half of the 19th
century) to the prominent increase of the number
and share of ethnic Hungarians within
Transylvania
4. DEMOGRAPHIC DYNAMICS
TRANSYLVANIAN HUNGARIANS
ROMANIA BETWEEN 1918-1945

OF
IN

At the peace treaties concluding the First World
War Transylvania was awarded to Romania. As
previously presented the change of the state
authority over the province generated a dramatic
decrease in the number of Hungarians. The
figures of the 1930 Romanian census compared
with the 1910 Hungarian one reveal a decrease
by 18,4% of the volume of the ethnic
Hungarians and a comparable decrease as regards their proportion within the province total
population. The sources for this transformation
are multiple; one of them, the changes of the
logic of registration of the ethnic identity was
already highlighted. However this might not
have been the foremost source explaining the
substantial population loss. At the end of the war
together with the retreat of the Hungarian army
from Transylvanian territories a significant
segments of civilian authorities and a part of the
population withdraw too. After the end of war
and instatement of the Romanian rule other
segments of the population choose to secure
©Historia Actual Online 2014

their existence in the territories left under
Hungarian control. After the consolidation of the
Romanian rule, and the legal reinforcement at
the peace treaties of the status of the province,
for the inhabitants was offered the possibility to
opt between the Romanian and Hungarian
citizenship. Again some choose the Hungarian
citizenship and consequently mowed to the
territories under Hungarian control. Thus
between 1918-1922 approximately 200 thousand
peoples moved from Transylvania to the
territories kept under Hungarian rule22. Though
there is no evidence regarding the ethnic
affiliation of these refugees, but given the
circumstances is more than probable that the
bulk of this population was ethnic Hungarian.
The second source of decrease was the already
mentioned change in the technique of
registration of ethnic identity at the census. In
1910 out of the 182,489 persons of Israelite
confession from Transylvania 72-73% declared
Hungarian as mother tongue, thus according to
the logic of Hungarian censuses they were
counted as Hungarians. But in 1930, when
Romanian census takers introduced the census
category (cultural) nationality/ethnicity, out of
192,833 persons assuming to belong to the
Mosaic religion, going along with the
classificatory logics of the Romanian state,
identified mostly (92.6%) with the ethnic
category of Jewish23.
Romanian state initiated and/or supported
different mobility processes of the ethnic
Romanians from rural to urban centers, from the
Old Kingdom (understood here as the territories
under the Romanian authority before 1918) and
Transylvania. These processes modified the
ethnic makeup of the cities, until dominated by
Hungarians. Thus in 1910 the share of
Hungarians in the province was of 31.6%, but
the share of Hungarians among urban dwellers
was 64.6%, while the share of Romanians was
only of 17.7% (while their share in the overall
population of the province was above 55%). In
1930 the share of Hungarians in the urban
centers fall down to 37.9%, and those of
Romanian rose up to 34.9%. However even if
the Romanian state succeeded to impose a
military and a civilian administrative stratum
marking the fact of controlling these fields, but
the Hungarians and in some cities the Germans
(Saxons) successfully preserved their economic
and social positions. Thus the Transylvanian
urban centers, at least in this period, had a
peculiar logic of ethnic stratification: Romanians
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being influential while controlling the
administrative and military power of the state in
territory, Hungarian (and in some cities the
Saxon) elites maintaining their dominance in
terms of wealth and prestige24.
However even if these territorial mobility
processes induced by the Romanian state did not
affected (at least in that period) the ethnic
balance of the province did induced a new
process that in long term had a significant
impact on the ethno-demographic composition,
and subsequently on the demographic evolution
of Hungarians in the province: the ethnic
intermarriages. Though for the period before
1918 the phenomena of ethnically mixed
marriages is documented25, the incidence of this
phenomena was not remarkably high and limited
to some mixed areas of the province. The
increase of the ethnic heterogeneity of the cities,
and the above described structure of ethnic
stratification contributed to the slow but steady
increase of the ethnic intermarriages in the urban
areas of Transylvania26. Though we have no data
as on the ethnic affiliation of the persons
resulting from such marriages but an unbalanced
scenario for ethnic socialization it seems much
probable than a balanced one. The unbalanced
scenario means that the share of persons born in
such families assuming the ethnicity of the
parent belonging to the politically dominant
ethnic group was, as a trend, higher than the
share of those assuming a minority ethnic
affiliation27. This inaugurated an enduring
process of intergenerational assimilation of
Hungarians28, meaning that the Hungarian
persons contracting marriage with a Romanian
persons did not (or rarely) switched their
identity, but the offspring, in most of the cases,
where already registered as Romanians.
The Second World War engendered other
mobility processes, contributing to further
decrease of the Hungarian population from
Transylvania. In August 1940 Transylvania was
split in two. The northern part was reintegrated
to Hungary, and the southern part kept under
Romanian authority. This situation engendered a
process of voluntary population exchange
between the northern and southern part of the
province. Thus 220 thousand ethnic Romanians
fled from north to south, and 190 thousand
ethnic Hungarians in the inverse direction29.
However after the Second World War northern
Transylvania was reintegrated to Romania, and
in the circumstances of the retreat of Hungarian
administration and other war events another 100
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thousand persons (mostly ethnic Hungarians)
left Transylvania heading to Hungary30.
As data presented in Table 1 reveals during the
communist period (lasting between 1945-1989),
as a general trend the number of Hungarians
increased, but their share in the population of
Transylvania decreased constantly. The other
powerfully consequential demographic trend
was the change of ethnic proportions of the
Transylvanian cities, Hungarians becoming
minority in all the major cities of the province.
As regards the three-four decade of increase of
the absolute number of the Hungarians in
Transylvania could be explained by the fact that
in several regions inhabited by Hungarians the
patterns of the first demographic transition
(increasing or at least a considerably high
fertility and the prolonging of the life span) life
persisted. And in the mid sixties, when fertility
started to drop, severe measures of population
policies (severe limitations of the legal abortion
possibilities) meant to boost fertility where
implemented31. However starting with the first
half of the eighties (the last years of
communism), such measures proved to be
ineffective, the average number of children born
to a Hungarian woman dropped below replacement level (bellow 2.1.–2.2 children per
woman)32.
However even if during the whole period the
increase of the Hungarian population was the
specific trend their share within the population
of the province continuously decreased. One of
the elements explaining this was already
highlighted: within Transylvania the demographic transition had a regionally and
ethnically differentiated dynamic. The regions
inhabited by Hungarians where the first (starting
with the second half of the 19th century)
manifesting demographic patterns specific to
stage two of the demographic transition model
(declining death rates, relative high and
increasing birth rates). In the Transylvanian
regions inhabited by Romanians this process of
demographic expansion manifested decidedly at
the beginning of the 20th century and lasted
somewhat longer than in some of the regions
populated by Hungarian. In other parts of
Romania the specific improvements (in terms of
food supply, access to healthcare and education,
etc.) engendering the demographic expansion
take place even more lately. Thus in terms of
overall population dynamic, both within
Transylvania and in Romania, the ethnic
©Historia Actual Online 2014
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Romanians tended to have higher fertility rates
than the ethnic Hungarians.
Moreover in some regions (and is especially the
case of north eastern Romania), the demographic expansion was rather considerable,
and here, in spite of sustained industrial
investments labor force surplus existed33. In due
circumstances of the existence peripheries with
excedentary labor, the population headed to
more developed regions like the south western
part of Transylvania, or other parts of this
historical province.

These patterns of internal migration and the
above highlighted ethnically differentiated
fertility rates explains why in spite of the
increase of the volume of the Hungarian
population during the communism, they relative
share within the province constantly lowered.
The other major process that had an important
socio-demographic impact in this period was the
radical changing of the ethnic makeup of the
cities: both in terms of ethno-demographic and
social structure (ethnic stratification).

Figure 1. The rate of growth of urban population in Transylvania for the period 1930-1992: total
population, ethnic Romanians and Hungarians (1930 – 100%)34
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As seen in Figure 1 in somewhat more than a
half century the growth of urban population in
Transylvania was rather signifi-cant (multiplied
by 4.5 times), however was rather unequal in
ethnic terms. The urban population of Romanian
ethnicity increased between 1930-1992 by
995%, the rate of growth for the Hungarians was
only 246%. Thus if in 1910 the share of
Romanians among urban dwellers was of
17.7%, to 1992 rose up to 75.6%, meanwhile the
share of Hungarians of 64.6% in 1910 dropped
to 20.3% to 199235. In judging this ethnically
unbalanced urbanization two things should be
emphasized. The first is that the ethnically
selective urbanization favored Hungarians until
1918 and at the moment of Transylvania’s
integration in Romania the share of Romanian
urban dwellers was far beyond the share of the
©Historia Actual Online 2014

1977
Hungarian

1992

Romanians in the overall population (as
highlighted previously). The second aspect is in
relation with the ethno-demographic structure of
the countryside that was the main population
supplier for the urban population growth, which
(again) was largely Romanian. Thus judged in
terms of pure statistical probabilities, in the
circumstance of the large scale urban expansion
of the communist period, the change of ethnic
make-up of the cities was unavoidable.
Nevertheless in the circumstances of a
bureaucratically
coordinated
centralized
economic system of the communist regime, also
(directly or indirectly) the labor-force territorial
mobility was also controlled. Thus is more than
plausible that the deliberate efforts of the
communist regime, to change the ethnic
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structures of the Transylvanian cities, also
contributed to these changes36.
But beside the change of the ethno-demographic
structure of the Transylvanian cities another
problem affected even deeply the situation of
Hungarians of Transylvania: the weakening of
the economic and social positions within the
urban area. The communist regime abolished the
private property over the means of production.
This meant that the logic of ethnic stratification
specific for the Transylvanian urban areas
during the period between the two world wars
was considerably reshaped. The economic pillar
sustaining the position of Hungarians in the
urban areas become state owned and its
coordination passed to the state and party
administrators. Though in the first decade of the
communism Hungarians where well represented
among this strata, their presence in time
diminished. Thus in the circumstances in which
possibility to accumulate economic capital was
severely limited, the major ground for social
differentiation and stratification was the
closeness to the administrative and political
apparatus. Since starting with the end of the
fifties the ethnic selectivity of recruitment
become more and more effective, the position of
Hungarians within the social structure become
gradually marginal.
Thus the relative fast changes of the ethnic
makeup of the Transylvanian cities (actively
backed by state), accompanied by a gradual
exclusion from the power structures of the
communist regime of the Hungarians, generated
an increasing frustration in the cities, engendering enduring patterns of ethnic competition
that surfaced rather passionately after the
breakdown of the communism37.
The increasingly mixed population structure and
the above highlighted asymmetric ethnic
stratification contributed to a considerable
heightening of the ethnically mixed marriages.
Thus 17.5% of ethnic Hungarians (marrying in
1965) get a non-Hungarian (mostly Romanian)
partner. The incidence of intermarriages in the
urban area being 2.3 times higher than in the
villages38
During the communism not just the internal, but
the external migration had too a specific ethnic
dimension. In spite of the policies pursuing to
impose severe limits on the international
mobility of the average citizen, high amount of
permanent, legal emigration took place39.
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Nevertheless this migration was rather selective
in ethnic terms; first the Jews were allowed to
emigrate, thereafter, following a bilateral
agreement between Romania and Germany, the
ethnic Germans started to emigrate to their kinstates40. At the end of the period, starting with
1986/87 the Hungarians to started to migrate to
Hungary, however if Jews and Germans
migration was regular, closely administered by
the Romanian authorities, the migration of the
Hungarians was largely irregular, most of the
crossing illegally the borders and applying for
asylum in Hungary. Thus in the last years of the
communism 70-80 thousand Hungarians fled to
Hungary, inaugurating a migratory process that
lasted (even after the breakdown of the
communism) more than a decade41.
Though the communist period represented a
context of population increase for Hungarians,
since the fertility of the Romanians was
somewhat higher, the relative share of
Hungarians within Romania’s and Transylvania’s overall population constantly diminished.
The internal mobility processes represented an
opportunity of further increase of the share of
the Romanian’s within cities, decades before
largely dominated by Hungarians. The fact that
this process occurred in the circumstances of a
strongly centralized, bureaucratic coordination
of the state, only augmented the stress
Hungarians experienced, assuming this process
as a social engineering of the Romanian state,
intending to marginalize the Hungarian
minority. In the last decade of the 45 years
period the decrease in volume of the Hungarians
come to an end. The fertility rates of the
Hungarian women dropped below replacement
rate, and in the last years of the communism the
emigration of Transylvanian Hungarians to
Hungary run high.
5.
CURRENT
TRENDS
DEMOGRAPHIC PROSPECTS

AND

The change of the political regime in was rather
quickly followed by the change of the
Transylvanian, Romanian demographic regime.
And, during the nineties, a process of
demographic decline inaugurated42. The
liberalization of abortion, the eased access to
various contraceptive methods, combined with
the difficulties of the economic transition
(harshly affecting large segments of the
population) contributed to the drastic decline of
the fertility (see Figure 2!), and a rather slow
increase of the life span. In the context of the
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liberalization of the possibilities for traveling
Romanian origin were registered all over the
abroad, and the gradually eased access to
world, the bulk of them in Europe44. Thus in two
various Western European countries labor
decades (between 1992-2011) the country’s
43
markets a large scale emigration of the
overall population decreased by 14.5%.
Romanian citizens commenced. At the end of
1910, almost 2.8 million foreign residents of
Figure 2 Total Fertility Rate for Romania, for the period 1980-201045
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The decrease of the Hungarian population for
this period was even more drastic. In almost two
decades (1992-2011) the number of Hungarians
drops by almost 400 thousand souls, 23.6%. The
reasons for the more heightened demographic
decline of the Hungarians (compared with the
trends at country level) are multiple. On, one
hand as an enduring trend (during the second
half of the 20th century) Hungarian population,
compared with the country average had lower
fertility rates. But the fertility rates of the
Hungarian females fall below population
replacement level during the 1980’s46. While
such decline under the critical level of the total
fertility rate of 2.2 children per woman, become
specific for the whole population of Romania
only at the beginning of the 1990’s (see Figure
2!). These discrepancies in fertility, cumulated
in time, resulted a less favorable age structure of
the Hungarian population. Compared with the
general population the share of fertile age
groups within the Hungarian population was
lower. Thus not only that woman in fertile age
delivered less and less children, but at the
beginning of 1990’s the share of Hungarian
females in fertile age was bellow the Romanian
average.
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Emigration also contributed to the decrease of
the Hungarian population in this period: first in
terms of reducing the overall volume of the
population, second by affecting the age structure
of the population. Thus at the end of the 1980’s,
between 1987-1991 approximately 83 thousand
Transylvanian Hungarians emigrated westward
Romania, between 1992-2002 the number of
emigrating ethnic Hungarians was approximately 65 thousand47, for the period 2002-2007
the number of Transylvanian Hungarian émigrés
was approximated to 111 thousand48 Thus
between 1992-2002 approximately 176 thousand
ethnic Hungarians of Transylvania emigrated. It
should be emphasized that émigrés as a general
trend were mostly young adults49, thus their
departure affected the age structure of the
Transylvanian Hungarian population, by
lowering the volume of the fertile age groups,
thus indirectly contributing to the further
decrease of the volume of this population.
The patterns of intermarriages (already presented before) did not change significantly, after
198950. Between 17-20% of the Hungarians
contracting a marriage in the given year choose
to marry with a non-Hungarian (mostly ethnic
Romanian) person. And roughly one third of the
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children resulted from this intermarriages are
registered as Hungarians51, meaning that the
ethnic socialization within ethnically mixed
families is more favorable for Romanians, than
for Hungarians.
Thus in the last two decades Hungarians of Romania faced a large scale population loss. The
foremost cause of this process is the taking up a
demographic behavior specific to the second
demographic transition, the deliberate reduction
of fertility52.
The demographic prospects of the Transylvanian
Hungarians are grimmer than the general
European or the Romanian context. Demographic projections have no positive (population
increase) scenarios for the following decades,
foreseeing a continuous (moderate or rather
severe) population loss. The moderately good
news is that the fertility of the Hungarian
females started to increase, from the minimal
level of the total fertility rate of 1.2 children per
woman (registered at the beginning of the
millennium), still even the more optimistic
scenarios are not predicting a higher level of
1.7-1.8 children per woman (the population
replacement level would be 2.1 – 2.2). The
migration of the ethnic Hungarians is less likely
to radically diminish, however it seems that in
the last years the, the migration rates of the
Romania’s Hungarian population were lower
than the migration rates specific to the whole
population. The rates of mixed marriages where
rather constant in the last two decades and less
likely to drop in the future, thus, the
intergenerational assimilation via intermarriages
will continue. Thus, according to a realistic
scenario of population projection in 2032 the
number of ethnic Hungarians of Romania will
be approximately 1 million out of a 18.1 million
population for the whole Romania53.
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